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Video to SWF Converter is a easy to use, powerful and fast flash SWF converting for
delivering video over the Internet. Video to SWF Converter can quickly convert batches of
popular video files to flash swf formats to be played on Internet website, or desktop
system, such as Rmvb, Avi, MPEG, DivX, flv, h-264, vcd, ASF, WMV, MPG, Xvid, svcd, DVD, Rm,
VOB, MP4, MOV, etc. with excellent quality and small size.

With MovieSoft Video to SWF Converter you can enjoy your favorite video / movies on your
desktop system, or upload to the Internet website, you do not need to know what format is
your video file you have, drag and drop files to the software, then press convert button. No
other SWF Video Converter software like our Video to SWF Converter supports so comprehensive
video formats, All conversion processes of Video to SWF converter are very fast and
easy-to-handle. The free trail version works as full version only with a watermark.

Key  Features

Support all popular video formats
The intput files support all popular video formats, whatever input files you have, such as
MPEG2 , MPG , AVI , iPod , iPod Touch , PSP , Zune , iPhone , DV , 3GP , 3g2 , DivX , XviD ,
MP4 , RMVB , DVD , MPEG1 , ASF , FLV , Animated GIF , M4V , RM , WMV , MOV , MPEG , VCD ,
SVCD VOB , AMR , M4A , Compressed AVI, etc. you can input them to our program play and
converrt them to SWF flash video files.

Very easy to use
Following the magic arrow wizard, very easy to use that only two clicks are enough to
convert any Video files to SWF video format.

Fast conversion speed
Super fast conversion speed provided, auto-detect your CPU. The Video to SWF converter work
will be done at the best converting speed, it full supports Intel Dual-Core Processor and
AMD Dual-Core Processor which ensures full use of your CPU, support Multi-threading and
batch conversion, provide >200% speed to convert video files to SWF video format beyond your
imagination.

Automatic conversion
Integrate the batch conversion, if you want to convert many files once, the program will
convert input files one by one and turn off computer when done without your click.

Personalized film editing
You can set the start time and end time for converting to change the length of the output
SWF video file, and add overlay to your video files, if you are individual user, you can add
text and image on your home DV for retaining memory , if you are web designer, you can also
add text and image on your video for advertising.

Play back video before, in, and after conversion
Play back video is supported, you can preview the input files before conversion, and through
previewing you can decide the starting point and end point, in conversion you can decide
whether you need stop converting, after conversion you can play back the output files to
enjoy your masterpiece.

Auto File name creator
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If the output file already exists in the output directory, the program will rename to a new
file name for output file avoid overwriting a existing file.

Flexible Setting
Most functions can be called up with a simple mouse click , and the default setting of the
application's parameters is the best possible performance. The default parameters work in
most cases, but you can change them easily to best suit your needs.

Free Upgrades
Registered users receive free upgrades and support for life.

System Requirement

Intel Pentium class 800 MHz processor or better; 512 MB RAM; 50 MB Hard Drive space;
Sound Blaster-compatible sound card;
SVGA or higher color video display card (minimum resolution 800x600);
Internet connection for ordering, and support. Windows 95 / 98 / NT / 2000 / ME / XP /
Vista Home Premium, Business, Enterprise or Ultimate
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